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Abstract

Data heterogeneity is an inherent challenge that hinders
the performance of federated learning (FL). Recent stud-
ies have identified the biased classifiers of local models as
the key bottleneck. Previous attempts have used classifier
calibration after FL training, but this approach falls short
in improving the poor feature representations caused by
training-time classifier biases. Resolving the classifier bias
dilemma in FL requires a full understanding of the mech-
anisms behind the classifier. Recent advances in neural
collapse have shown that the classifiers and feature pro-
totypes under perfect training scenarios collapse into an
optimal structure called simplex equiangular tight frame
(ETF). Building on this neural collapse insight, we pro-
pose a solution to the FL’s classifier bias problem by uti-
lizing a synthetic and fixed ETF classifier during training.
The optimal classifier structure enables all clients to learn
unified and optimal feature representations even under ex-
tremely heterogeneous data. We devise several effective
modules to better adapt the ETF structure in FL, achiev-
ing both high generalization and personalization. Extensive
experiments demonstrate that our method achieves state-of-
the-art performances on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and Tiny-
ImageNet. The code is available at https://github.
com/ZexiLee/ICCV-2023-FedETF.

1. Introduction
Federated learning (FL) [32, 28, 48, 26] is a distributed

training paradigm that enables collaborative training from
massive multi-source datasets without transferring the raw
data, reserving data ownership [29] while relieving com-
munication burdens [32]. FL facilitates broad applications
in medical images [2, 7], the internet of things [17, 33],

*Corresponding authors. †Work was done during Xinyi’s visit to West-
lake University.

mobile services [8, 16], and so on; it shows promising
prospects in data collaboration. However, clients in FL
training may hold heterogeneous data, in other words,
clients’ datasets are in Non-IID distributions1, which causes
a huge degradation to the global model’s generalization
[5, 31, 3, 27, 13, 14].

Numerous recent studies have shown that classifier bi-
ases in clients’ local models caused by Non-IID data are
the primary cause of degradation in FL [31, 52, 21]. It
has been discovered that the classifier layer is more biased
than other layers [31], and classifier biases will create a vi-
cious cycle between biased classifiers and misaligned fea-
tures across clients [52]. Figure 1 illustrates the issue of
classifier bias in FL, where Non-IID data leads to poor pair-
wise cosine similarities among clients’ classifiers and fea-
ture prototypes. Furthermore, class-wise classifier vectors
of clients are scattered in the embedding space, leading to
significant generalization declines.

Previous research has attempted to mitigate classifier bi-
ases through classifier retraining via generated virtual fea-
tures at the end of FL training [31, 37]. However, these
methods fail to address classifier biases during training. Bi-
ased classifiers during the training phase lead to inadequate
feature extractors and poor representations of generated fea-
tures, negatively affecting the retrained classifiers. Our ex-
periments have also shown the limitations of classifier re-
training methods (Table 1). Therefore, we wonder:

Can we break the classifier bias dilemma during training,
improving both the classifiers and feature representations?

To resolve the classifier bias dilemma, it is essential to
fully understand the mechanisms behind the classifier. We
further wonder: what are the properties of a well-trained
(i.e. good) classifier? An emerging discovery called neural
collapse [34, 43, 25, 44] has shed light on this matter. It
describes the phenomenon that, in the perfect training sce-

1We use “data heterogeneity” and “Non-IID data” interchangeably.
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Figure 1. How data heterogeneity causes classifier biases in FL. Smaller α corresponds to higher Non-IID. Experiments are conducted
on CIFAR-10 with vanilla FEDAVG. Columns from left to right: (1) Non-IID data results in poor generalization, biased classifiers, and
misaligned features. (2) Clients’ data distributions. (3) Clients with Non-IID data have smaller pair-wise classifier cosine similarities. (4)
t-SNE visualization of clients’ class-wise classifier vectors (represented by colors), which are more scattered in Non-IID data.

nario, where the dataset is balanced and sufficient, the fea-
ture prototypes and classifier vectors converge to an optimal
simplex equiangular tight frame (ETF) with maximal pair-
wise angles [34]. Insights from balanced training inspire us
to tackle the challenges in Non-IID FL.

Thus, in this paper, we fundamentally solve the FL’s
classifier bias problem with a neural-collapse-inspired ap-
proach. Knowing the optimal classifier structure, we make
the first attempt to introduce a synthetic simplex ETF as a
fixed classifier for all clients so that the clients can learn
unified and optimal feature representations even under high
heterogeneity. We devise FEDETF which incorporates sev-
eral effective modules that better adapt the ETF structure in
FL training, reaching strong results on both generalization
and personalization.

Specifically, we employ a projection layer that maps the
features to a space where neural collapse is more likely to
occur. We also implement a balanced feature loss with a
learnable temperature to minimize entropy between the fea-
tures and the fixed ETF classifier. These techniques enable
us to achieve high generalization performance of the global
model during FL training. To further improve personaliza-
tion, we introduce a novel fine-tuning strategy that adapts
the global model locally after FL training. Extensive ex-
periments have strongly supported the effectiveness of our
method. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that

tackles the data heterogeneity problem in FL from the per-
spective of neural collapse.

• We devise FEDETF, which takes the simplex ETF as a
fixed classifier, and it fundamentally solves the classifier
biases brought by Non-IID data, reaching high general-
ization of the global model.

• We propose a local fine-tuning strategy in FEDETF to
boost personalization in each client after FL training.

• Our method is validated on three vision datasets: CIFAR-
10, CIFAR-100, and Tiny-ImageNet. Our proposed
method outperforms strong baselines and achieves sota
in both generalization and personalization.

2. Related Works
Data Heterogeneity in Federated Learning. A variety of
solutions have been proposed to tackle data heterogeneity
in FL. Recent works [21, 31, 37, 52] have revealed that the
biased classifier is the main cause leading to poor perfor-
mance of the global model, and they use classifier retraining
[31, 37] or classifier variance reduction [21] to calibrate the
classifier. In particular, CCVR [31] finds that there exists
a greater bias in the classifier than in other layers, and only
calibrating the classifier via virtual features after FL train-
ing can improve the global model performance. However,
this approach cannot resolve the misaligned representations
of local models caused by biased classifiers during FL train-
ing. Consequently, the backbone feature extractor cannot be
improved. Moreover, some concurrent works use classifier
variance reduction [21] or feature anchors [52] to relieve
classifier biases. However, when data is highly Non-IID,
variance-reduced classifiers and aggregated feature anchors
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are also biased and far from optimal (i.e., trained on IID
data). Although these methods can alleviate classifier bi-
ases to some extent, they cannot completely solve them.

To improve the misaligned features, another line of
works use prototypical methods to aid client training. FED-
PROTO [39] only transmits and aggregates prototypes on the
server to deal with data heterogeneity and model hetero-
geneity, and FEDFM anchors clients’ features to improve
generalization [45]. A concurrent work named FEDNH [5]
adopts a prototypical classifier and uses a smoothing ag-
gregation strategy to update the classifier based on clients’
local prototypes. However, the aggregated prototypes will
also be biased in extreme Non-IID settings, and these meth-
ods did not use the classifier’s ETF optimality to tackle this
problem, which is where our contribution lies.

Besides, data heterogeneity can be relieved by improv-
ing aggregation [27, 46]. Apart from generalization, there
are data heterogeneity challenges for personalization, meth-
ods such as decoupling classifiers and feature extractors [3],
separating feature information [50], adaptive local aggrega-
tion [49], and edge-cloud collaboration [26] can be used to
facilitate better local personalized models.
Neural Collapse. The neural collapse was firstly observed
in [34] that at the terminal phase of training on a balanced
dataset, the feature prototypes and the classifier vectors will
converge to a simplex ETF where the vectors are normal-
ized and the pair-wise angles are maximized. Afterward,
there are some works trying to figure out the mechanism
behind neural collapse [15, 53, 41, 18] and in which con-
ditions neural collapse will happen [25, 41, 18]. Recent
works use neural-collapse-inspired methods to solve the
problems in imbalanced training [43, 42, 40], incremental
learning [44], and transfer learning [25]. Despite the neural-
collapse-inspired methods’ success in centralized learning,
deep insights and effective solutions regarding neural col-
lapse are missing in distributed training. In this paper, we
find neural collapse is also the key to success in FL and we
show that inducing ETF optimality can inherently solve the
classifier bias and feature misalignment problem in FL and
largely improve performance.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Federated Learning

Basic Settings. We introduce a typical FL setting with
K clients holding potentially Non-IID data partitions
D1,D2, ...,DK , respectively. A supervised classification
task with C classes is considered. Let nk,c be the number of
samples of class c on client k, and nk =

∑C
c=1 nk,c = |Dk|

denotes the number of training samples held by client k.
FL aims to realize generalization or personalization by dis-
tributed training under the coordination of a central server
without any data transmission. For generalization in FL, the

goal is to learn a global model over the whole training data
D ≜

⋃
k Dk and the global model is expected to be gener-

alized to the distribution of the whole data D. For person-
alization, the goal is to learn K personalized local models
by FL training, and the local model k is expected to have
better adaptation in local data distribution Dk than the in-
dependently trained one. For the model in FL, we typically
consider a neural network ϕw with parameters w = {u,v}.
It has two main components: 1) a feature extractor fu pa-
rameterized by u, mapping each input sample x to a d-dim
feature vector; 2) a classifier hv parameterized by v. The
parameters of client k’s local model are denoted as wk.
Model updates. There are two iterative steps in FL, client
local training and server global aggregation, and the itera-
tion lasts for T rounds. In round t, the server first sends a
global model wt to clients.
Client local training: For each client k, ∀k ∈ [K], it con-
ducts SGD updates on the local data Dk:

wt
k ← wt

k − η∇wℓ(wt
k;Bi), (1)

where η is the learning rate, Bi is the mini-batch sampled
from Dk at the i-th local iteration. The local epoch is E.
Server global aggregation: After local training, the server
samples a set of clients At and the sampled clients send
their updated models to the server. Then the server per-
forms the weighted aggregation to update the global model
for round t + 1. The vanilla aggregation strategy is FE-
DAVG [32] where the aggregation weights are proportional
to clients’ data sizes.

wt+1 =
∑
k∈At

nk∑
j∈At nj

wt
k. (2)

3.2. Neural Collapse

Neural collapse refers to a phenomenon about the last-
layer features and classifier vectors at the terminal phase of
training (zero training loss) on a balanced dataset [34]. We
first give the definition of simplex ETF in neural collapse.

Definition 3.1 (Simplex Equiangular Tight Frame). A col-
lection of vectors vi ∈ Rd, i ∈ [C], d ≥ C − 1, is said to
be a simplex equiangular tight frame if:

V =

√
C

C − 1
U

(
IC −

1

C
1C1

T
C

)
, (3)

where V = [v1, · · · ,vC ] ∈ Rd×C , U ∈ Rd×C allows a
rotation and satisfies UTU = IC , IC is the identity matrix,
and 1C is an all-ones vector. All vectors in a simplex ETF
have an equal ℓ2 norm and the same pair-wise angle, i.e.

vT
i vj =

C

C − 1
δi,j −

1

C − 1
,∀i, j ∈ [C], (4)

where δi,j equals to 1 when i = j and 0 otherwise. The pair-
wise angle − 1

C−1 is the maximal equiangular separation of
C vectors in Rd [34].
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We highlight three key properties of the neural collapse
(NC) phenomenon below.
NC1 (Features collapse to the class prototypes). The last-
layer features will collapse to their within-class mean (pro-
totypes), i.e. for any class c, ∀c ∈ [C], the covariance
Σc

W → 0, where Σc
W := 1

nc

∑nc

i=1(hc,i−hc)(hc,i−hc)
T .

hc,i = f(u;xc,i) is the feature of the i-th sample in the
class c, and hc =

1
nc

∑nc

i=1 hc,i is the class c’s prototype.
NC2 (Prototypes collapse to simplex ETFs). h̃c = (hc −
hG)/||hc − hG||,∀c ∈ [C], collapses to a simplex ETF
which satisfies Eq. (4). hG is the global mean of the last-
layer features, that hG =

∑C
c=1

∑nc

i=1 hc,i.
NC3 (Classifiers collapse to the same simplex ETFs).
The normalized feature prototype h̃c is aligned with their
corresponding classifier weights2, which means that the
classifier weights collapse to the same simplex ETF, i.e.
h̃c = vc/||vc||, where vc refers to the vectorized classifier
weights of class c.

4. Methods
Neural collapse tells us the optimal structure (i.e. sim-

plex ETF) of classifiers and feature prototypes in a per-
fect training setting. It inspires us to use a synthetic sim-
plex ETF as a fixed classifier from the start to mitigate the
classifier bias and feature misalignment problems (see Fig-
ure 1) brought by clients’ data heterogeneity. Therefore, we
propose FEDETF, a novel FL algorithm inspired by neural
collapse. Concretely, as elaborated in Section 4.1, to pro-
mote the generalization of the global model, we reformulate
the model architecture by replacing the learnable classifier
with a fixed ETF classifier and devise a tailored loss for ro-
bust learning during FL training. Moreover, as described in
Section 4.2, to improve local personalization after FL train-
ing, we propose a finetuning strategy for both finetuning the
model and the formerly fixed ETF classifier.

4.1. Improving Generalization by ETF Classifier

Reformulation of the model architecture. In previous
works of FL, a model architecture that consists of a learn-
able feature extractor and a learnable linear classifier is
adopted [32, 3, 4, 24], as shown in Figure 2 (a). How-
ever, due to clients’ data heterogeneity, the classifiers will
be more biased than other layers [31, 21], and a vicious cy-
cle between classifier biases and feature misalignment will
exist [52]. In this paper, we reformulate the model in FL
into the combination of a learnable feature extractor and a
fixed ETF classifier, as demonstrated in Figure 2 (b).
ETF classifier initialization: At the beginning of the
FL training, we first randomly synthesize a simplex ETF
VETF ∈ Rd×C by Eq. (3), where d denotes the feature
dimension of the ETF and C is the number of classes. The

2For simplicity, we omit the bias term in a linear classifier layer.

feature dimension d should require d ≥ C − 1 in Defini-
tion 3.1, and we will discuss in Figure 6 (a) that a relatively
low dimension is beneficial to neural collapse. For each
class’s classifier vector vi, ∀i ∈ [C] in the ETF VETF ,
it requires ∥vi∥2 = 1; and any pair of classifier vectors
(vi,vj), i ̸= j, ∀i, j ∈ [C] satisfies cos(vi,vj) = − 1

C−1
according to Eq. (4).
Projection layer: Given a data sample x, we first use the
feature extractor fu to transform the data into the raw fea-
ture h and then use a projection layer gp to map this raw
feature to the ETF feature space and normalize it into µ.

µ = µ̂/∥µ̂∥2, µ̂ = g(p;h), h = f(u;x), (5)

where u and p denote the parameters of the feature extractor
and the projection layer. We note that the projection layer
is essential in our FEDETF design: 1) If the last layer of
the feature extractor is the non-linear activation, e.g. the
ReLU, the raw feature h will be sparse with zeros (or near
zero values), and it is hard for h to be close to the dense
ETF classifier vectors. 2) The raw features always have high
dimensions, and high-dimensional vectors are more prone
to be orthogonal, which is harder to collapse into the ETF
with maximal angles. It is necessary to use the projection
layer to map the features into a suitable dimension d. 3)
The projection layer is helpful in the local finetuning stage
for personalization.
Balanced feature loss with learnable temperature. In
neural-collapse-inspired imbalanced learning [47], it is
found that when the ETF classifier is used, the gradients of
cross entropy (CE) will be biased towards the head class,
and the authors proposed a dot regression loss to tackle
this problem. In FL, clients’ local datasets are also class-
imbalanced due to data heterogeneity, so techniques tack-
ling the imbalanced problem are also needed in our design.
Following previous work [3] which induces balanced soft-
max loss to logit-prediction-based CE in FL, in this pa-
per, we also incorporate the balanced loss [35] into our
feature-based CE. Instead of using former dot regression
loss [47, 44], it is found that our balanced feature CE loss
also can solve the imbalanced gradient problem in learning
with the ETF classifier.

Moreover, the softmax function’s input of the vanilla
CE loss is the logits, generated by MLP, while that of our
method is the features’ product vT

y µ. The logits have a wide
range of value since the output of MLP has no constraints,
but our features’ product has a limited range [-1, 1]3, which
is sensitive to scaling. Therefore, we add a temperature4

scalar β to scale the features’ product. Further, we found
that in different stages of training, it requires different β,
and fixed β is hard to tune and may impede performance

3Knowing the fact that both the vectors are normalized.
4The term “temperature” is borrowed from a similar concept in knowl-

edge distillation [10].
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Figure 2. Proposed FEDETF during FL training. (a) In vanilla FL training, the feature extractor and linear classifier are both learned
at clients and aggregated at server. (b) In our FEDETF, only the feature extractor and projection layer are learned and aggregated, and
we adopt the same synthetic and fixed ETF classifier for all clients throughout the FL training process. Instead of prediction logit loss in
vanilla FL, we use a novel balanced feature loss for the ETF classifier.

if not appropriate. To solve this, we take β as one of the
parameters in the model and update it by SGD during train-
ing. This learnable temperature β will capture the learning
dynamics in each client under various heterogeneity.

We define the model parameters in our FEDETF as
w = {u,p, β}, which consists of the feature extractor, the
projection layer, and the learnable temperature. For a given
sample (x, y) of client k, ∀k ∈ [K], we define the loss func-
tion for generalization in Eq. (6), where the orange term is
for balanced feature loss and the blue term is for learnable
temperature.

ℓg(w,VETF ;x, y) = − log
nγ
k,y exp(β · vT

y µ)∑
c∈[C] n

γ
k,c exp(β · vT

c µ)
, (6)

where nk,c refers to the number of samples in class c of
client k, β is the learnable temperature, µ is the normal-
ized feature in Eq. (5), vc is the class c’s classifier vector in
VETF , and γ is the hyperparameter for balanced loss. Be-
low, we give the learning objective of client k, ∀k ∈ [K],
and solve the objective by SGD in Eq. (1).

wt
k = argmin

w
Lg
k(w), (7)

where Lg
k(w) =

1

nk

∑
(xi,yi)∈Dk

ℓg(w,VETF ;xi, yi). (8)

We adopt the vanilla aggregation strategy on the server,
formulated in Eq. (2). The pseudo code of the proposed
FEDETF is shown in Algorithm 1 in Appendix.

4.2. Personalized Adaptation by Local Finetuning

As discovered in [3], local adaptation of a more general-
ized global model will reach stronger personalization. We
will also verify this finding in our FEDETF. After the FL
training, we obtain a global model wg with better general-
ization, and we use wg as the initialization in each client
for personalization. We will show that by our tailored local
finetuning of wg , we will also reach the state-of-the-art in
personalization.

② ③ ② ③ ...

①

①: Finetune Feature Extractor
② ③: Finetune ETF Classifier


and Projection Layer Alternately
Finetune Fix

②

③

Figure 3. Local finetuning stage of proposed FEDETF for per-
sonalization. This stage is after the whole FL training stage when
clients receive the final global model. For each client, we first
finetune the feature extractor and then we finetune the ETF proto-
typical classifier and projection layer alternately.

Our personalized local finetuning consists of two parts:
local feature adaptation and classifier finetuning. In the lo-
cal feature adaptation, we fix the projection layer and ETF
classifier and finetune the feature extractor to let the feature
extractor be more customized to the features of clients’ lo-
cal data. In the classifier finetuning period, we finetune the
ETF classifier and projection layer alternately for several it-
erations to make the classifier more biased to the local class
distributions. We note that the simplex ETF is not an ideal
classifier for local personalization, since the clients may
have imbalanced class distributions or even have missing
classes. Biased classifiers are needed for personalization
to take the local class distributions as prior knowledge and
maximize the prediction likelihood. We alternately finetune
the ETF classifier and projection layer to make the projected
features and classifier vectors converge to be aligned.

The process of local finetuning is illustrated in Figure 3.
The learned model parameters in the personalization stage
are w = {u,p, β,VETF }, and we split w into the tuned
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Table 1. Results in terms of generalization (General.) accuracy (%) of global models and personalization (Personal.) accuracy (%)
of local models on three datasets under different heterogeneity. Best two methods in each setting are highlighted in bold fonts.

Dataset CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 Tiny-ImageNet

NonIID (α) 0.1 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.1 0.05

Methods/Metrics General. Personal. General. Personal. General. Personal. General. Personal. General. Personal. General. Personal.

FEDAVG [32] 52.76±6.08 83.85±0.89 44.48±6.19 89.80±0.39 24.77±1.19 49.93±1.17 22.53±0.40 58.85±0.33 28.93±0.52 40.81±0.35 24.88±0.34 46.90±0.44

FEDPROX [24] 46.59±3.04 82.08±0.27 40.95±5.75 87.69±2.85 23.33±1.72 46.44±1.64 19.12±0.77 57.01±2.17 25.93±0.27 31.90±1.91 23.06±0.68 32.43±0.65

FEDDYN [1] 36.35±5.33 85.39±0.77 23.90±1.40 88.72±1.59 25.53±2.39 51.79±2.12 20.71±2.83 61.77±0.32 26.42±0.56 45.84±0.34 23.63±1.55 52.27±1.06

DITTO [23] 52.76±6.08 79.81±1.89 44.48±6.19 85.17±3.47 24.77±1.19 38.06±1.26 22.53±0.40 50.18±1.22 28.93±0.52 33.00±1.01 24.88±0.34 40.31±0.12

FEDREP [4] 26.85±10.13 87.76±0.87 15.79±3.68 90.71±2.25 5.47±0.20 53.62±1.49 4.18±0.85 61.51±0.61 4.10±0.22 43.66±0.48 2.20±0.19 49.52±1.64

CCVR [31] 52.50±6.31 55.62±5.89 47.98±6.24 73.52±7.49 24.54±0.71 34.01±2.01 22.28±0.43 39.16±1.41 32.78±0.24 54.00±0.46 29.27±0.25 59.29±0.30

FEDPROTO [39] - 83.34±0.71 - 88.21±1.77 - 43.31±0.70 - 54.87±0.52 - 40.74±0.87 - 48.05±0.82

FEDROD [3] 55.72±2.40 86.19±0.91 49.89±3.64 88.83±4.14 24.49±1.05 51.78±1.16 21.63±0.42 59.44±0.45 32.17±0.41 38.27±1.00 28.45±0.58 44.09±0.44

FEDNH [5] 55.37±4.48 85.98±0.15 47.96±2.59 91.06±3.13 24.67±0.68 52.09±0.78 21.95±0.85 62.71±0.22 17.51±0.62 36.53±0.29 14.00±0.17 41.80±1.78

Our FEDETF 59.56±1.84 87.89±1.19 56.08±3.44 92.62±0.54 26.24±1.78 52.86±1.53 24.17±0.54 60.68±0.91 33.49±0.82 55.82±0.60 29.15±1.03 62.36±0.13
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Figure 4. Global models’ test accuracy curves of the methods. (a) CIFAR-10 with α = 0.05. (b) CIFAR-100 with α = 0.05. (c)
CIFAR-10 with α = 0.1. (d) CIFAR-100 with α = 0.1.

parameters ŵ and the fixed parameters w. When finetune
the feature extractor, ŵ = {u, β}, w = {p,VETF }; when
finetune the ETF classifier, ŵ = {VETF , β}, w = {u,p};
when finetune the projection layer, ŵ = {p, β}, w =
{u,VETF }. We use the vanilla CE loss without balanced
softmax in each stage of finetuning.

ℓp(ŵ,w;x, y) = − log
exp(β · vT

y µ)∑
c∈[C] exp(β · vT

c µ)
. (9)

The learning objective in each stage is shown as follows.

wp
k = {w, argmin

ŵ
Lp
k(ŵ)}, (10)

where Lp
k(ŵ) =

1

nk

∑
(xi,yi)∈Dk

ℓp(ŵ,w;xi, yi). (11)

Personalization will be reached after several iterative stages
of finetuning in Figure 3. The pseudo code of the personal-
ized local finetuning is shown in Algorithm 2 in Appendix.

5. Experiments and Results
5.1. Settings

Datasets and Models. Following previous works [5,
30], we use three vision datasets to conduct experiments:

CIFAR-10 [19], CIFAR-100 [19], and Tiny-ImageNet [6,
20]. Tiny-ImageNet is a subset of ImageNet with 100k sam-
ples of 200 classes. Following [22], we adopt ResNet20
[22, 9] for CIFAR-10/100 and use ResNet-18 [22, 9] for
Tiny-ImageNet. We use a linear layer as the classifier for
the baselines and as the projection layer for our method.
Compared Methods. We take three lines of methods as
baselines. 1) Classical FL with Non-IID data: FEDAVG
[32] with vanilla local training, a simple but strong baseline;
FEDPROX [24], FL with proximal regularization at clients;
FEDDYN [1], FL based on dynamic regularization. 2) Per-
sonalized FL: DITTO [23], personalization through sepa-
rated local models; FEDREP [4], personalization by only
aggregating feature extractors; FEDROD [3], personaliza-
tion through decoupling models. 3) FL methods most rel-
evant to ours: CCVR [31], FL with classifier retraining;
FEDPROTO [39], FL with only prototype sharing; FEDROD
[3], generalization through decoupling and balanced soft-
max loss; FEDNH [5], FL with smoothing aggregation of
prototypical classifiers.
Client Settings. We adopt the Dirichlet sampling to gener-
ate Non-IID data for each client. We note that the Dirichlet-
sampling-based data heterogeneity is widely used in FL lit-
erature [30, 3, 5, 31]. It considers a class-imbalanced data
heterogeneity, controlled by hyperparameter α, and smaller
α refers to more Non-IID data of clients. In our experi-
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Table 2. Results (%) under various numbers of clients with partial client sampling. The dataset is CIFAR-10 with Non-IID α = 0.1.
Number of Clients 50 100

Sampling Rate 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.6

Methods/Metrics General. Personal. General. Personal. General. Personal. General. Personal.

FEDAVG [32] 38.13±5.12 77.28±2.17 42.68±6.28 74.99±2.34 42.15±1.61 71.52±1.88 41.42±3.31 70.40±2.13

CCVR [31] 44.59±11.4 78.93±3.26 52.49±6.73 82.33±1.72 50.07±0.80 76.27±2.08 50.41±3.93 77.27±1.22

FEDROD [3] 55.84±3.96 76.60±0.13 53.04±2.54 74.42±1.99 52.62±1.68 71.27±0.69 52.34±0.11 72.41±0.74

FEDNH [5] 39.97±6.90 76.59±0.59 45.36±3.58 78.17±1.15 42.77±0.65 73.47±1.38 45.85±2.98 73.15±0.95

Our FEDETF 58.05±4.63 85.82±0.86 58.75±1.72 85.05±0.87 56.67±0.88 83.47±0.45 55.96±0.23 83.38±0.72

Table 3. Results (%) under different local epochs (E). The dataset is CIFAR-10 with Non-IID α = 0.1.
E 1 2 4 8

Methods/Metrics General. Personal. General. Personal. General. Personal. General. Personal.

FEDAVG [32] 45.75±1.97 74.18±2.22 43.02±2.16 77.45±0.79 36.30±2.88 80.66±1.37 32.58±4.87 84.24±0.92

CCVR [31] 59.82±4.35 79.83±1.66 53.73±8.48 80.43±2.54 55.73±4.00 81.83±1.32 55.00±2.29 85.61±1.12

FEDROD [3] 60.34±3.22 77.10±1.97 56.74±5.59 76.96±4.26 57.85±5.22 81.08±1.74 50.63±9.49 84.75±0.96

FEDNH [5] 39.14±9.56 77.27±1.53 45.13±1.60 81.84±0.88 40.28±2.78 82.90±1.00 39.18±3.66 83.95±1.23

Our FEDETF 62.76±2.90 88.00±0.65 62.34±4.10 88.20±0.93 61.78±3.21 88.46±0.75 54.23±10.8 88.40±0.98

ments, we evaluate the methods under strong Non-IID set-
tings with α ∈ {0.1, 0.05} [31, 51]. If without mentioning
otherwise, the number of clients K = 20 and we adopt
full client participation. For CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 the
number of local epochs E = 3 and the number of communi-
cation rounds T = 200, while for Tiny-ImageNet, consider-
ing the high computation costs, we set E = 1 and T = 50.
Evaluation Metrics. We test the generalization of the ag-
gregated global model (General.) and the personalization
of clients’ local models (Personal.). Generalization perfor-
mance is validated on the balanced testset of each dataset
after the global model is generated on the server. For each
client, we split 70% of the local data for the trainset and
30% for the testset. Following [3], we validate the person-
alization performance on each client’s local testset after the
local training and average the personalized accuracies.
Implementation. In all the experiments, we conduct three
trials for each setting and present the mean accuracy and the
standard deviation in the tables. For more implementation
details, please refer to the Appendix.

5.2. Main Results

Results under various vision datasets and data hetero-
geneity. Table 1 shows the results of all methods on three
vision datasets with Non-IID α ∈ {0.1, 0.05}. Our method
achieves state-of-the-art performances in 11 out of 12 set-
tings in both generalization and personalization. It is no-
table that except for our FEDETF, there is no comparable
baseline that can achieve high results in all datasets. Gen-
erally, our method has more significant improvement un-
der more heterogeneous settings (α = 0.05), especially in
CIFAR-10. We also visualize the learning curves in Figure
4. Our FEDETF not only has higher accuracies but also

has faster and more steady convergence.
For generalization, in most cases, FEDROD can improve

the accuracies upon FEDAVG, which showcases the effec-
tiveness of the balanced loss. However, the balanced loss
cannot thoroughly solve the classifier bias problem, and our
method FEDETF which adopts the optimal classifier struc-
ture has large-margin gains over FEDROD. We notice that
the classifier retraining algorithm CCVR is not effective in
all cases, which indicates that the retraining method is not
practical enough for solving classifier biases.

For personalization, we find the personalized FL FE-
DREP and FEDROD are strong baselines. Compared with
these personalized FL methods, our FEDETF also reaches
the state-of-the-art in almost all cases. The success of
FEDETF in personalization is the result of training a better
generalized global model and the effective local adaption of
such a global model.
Results under different K with partial client sampling.
We select the best baselines in Table 1 and conduct ex-
periments on CIFAR-10 under various numbers of clients
K with partial client sampling in Table 2. We set K ∈
{50, 100} and set the sampling rate as 0.4 and 0.6. To en-
sure fair comparisons, we randomly generate and save a
sampling list in advance and let every method load the same
sampling list during training. It is obvious that our FEDETF
is the best method in both generalization and personaliza-
tion. Compared with FEDAVG, the advantage of our method
is more dominant under the smaller sampling rate, i.e. 0.4.
With respect to generalization, when K = 50, the improve-
ment is 5.2% for the sampling rate 0.4, and 3.8% for the
sampling rate 0.6. It indicates that the fixed ETF classifier
is more robust than the learnable classifier to tackle system
heterogeneity. Moreover, our method has smaller variances
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Figure 5. Understanding feature alignment and neural collapse of FEDETF. Test accuracy of final global models: FEDAVG 29.73%,
FEDETF 54.95%. Experiments on CIFAR-10 with α = 0.05. (a) Feature prototype consistency of clients’ local models, higher values
mean better feature alignment. (b) Neural collapse error of the aggregated global model, lower values mean greater neural collapse. (c)
Local model consistency: averaged pair-wise cosine similarities of clients’ local models, higher values mean smaller model drifts.

Table 4. Evaluation (%) of FEDETF using different model ar-
chitectures. The dataset is CIFAR-10 with Non-IID α = 0.1.

Methods FEDAVG FEDETF

Models/Metrics General. Personal. General. Personal.

DenseNet121 62.87±2.23 85.66±3.70 74.92±2.75 91.83±0.67

MobileNetV2 43.20±4.45 87.07±1.04 57.43±12.0 89.88±0.40

EfficientNet 35.92±4.47 84.69±1.26 56.70±5.52 87.50±0.74

ResNet20 52.76±6.08 83.85±0.89 59.56±1.84 87.89±1.19

ResNet32 53.22±7.73 82.90±4.31 60.71±2.67 87.97±1.17

ResNet56 57.09±6.10 83.70±4.65 60.44±3.57 88.23±0.99

WRN56_4 63.64±4.91 86.76±1.08 66.30±3.88 89.94±0.52

of accuracies, which also verifies its robustness.
Results under different local epochs E. In Table 3, gener-
ally, when the number of local epochs varies, our FEDETF
also achieves constantly state-of-the-art performances. For
FEDAVG and FEDROD, when E is larger, the generaliza-
tion performance will decline. However, for our FEDETF,
the declines are weaker, showing its robustness and effec-
tiveness. For personalization, FEDETF has more steady
and promising results under different E.

5.3. Understanding FEDETF

Evaluation using different model architectures. We con-
sider two scenarios: 1) Different backbones. DenseNet121
[12], MobileNetV2 [11, 36], and EfficientNet [38]. 2)
Deeper and wider models. Deeper models: ResNet20,
ResNet32, and ResNet56 [22] (the larger number refers to
the deeper model); wider models: ResNet56 and WRN56_4
[22] (WRN: the abbreviation for Wide ResNet). The results
are shown in Table 4. Our method can also improve perfor-
mance under various model architectures. For models with
different depths, we observe that FEDETF has larger supe-
riority in shallower models. Specifically, FEDETF can re-
lease the full potential of ResNet20 (shallower and smaller
model) to let it has even better performance than FEDAVG
with ResNet56 (deeper and larger model). It showcases the
applicability of FEDETF that it can enable smaller models

to have better performances than the larger ones, saving
both computation and communication costs in FL.
Why does FEDETF work well? We explore how the fea-
tures are learned in FEDETF compared with FEDAVG. We
first examine the feature alignment of local models. In each
round, after local training, we compute class prototypes
(feature mean of each class) in each client and calculate the
cosine similarities of clients’ class-wise prototypes, which
is analogous to NC1 in Section 3.2. Then we average all the
cosine similarities to indicate the feature alignment, a larger
value reveals more aligned clients’ features. The results
are in Figure 5 (a). It shows that only after a few rounds,
FEDETF has constantly stronger clients’ feature alignment
than FEDAVG, showing the fixed ETF classifier is effective
to align local features.

We also study whether FEDETF can help the global
model reach neural collapse in terms of NC2 in Figure 5
(b). In each round, we first compute the class prototypes
of the global model and calculate the pair-wise cosine sim-
ilarities of these prototypes. In neural collapse optimality
(Definition 3.1), the pair-wise cosine similarities of proto-
types are− 1

K−1 . Hence, we calculate the mean square error
between the global model’s cosines and − 1

K−1 to indicate
the neural collapse error. Results display that FEDETF has
a much smaller neural collapse error than FEDAVG, and the
error of FEDETF is decreasing along the training. It indi-
cates that FEDETF can help the global model reach neu-
ral collapse. Note that FEDAVG has 29.73% in global test
accuracy while FEDETF has 54.95%. It also verifies that
the global model’s generalization is connected with neural
collapse optimality in FL, which is consistent with the ob-
servations in centralized training [25].

Additionally, we study why FEDETF works well from
the perspective of model drift (local model consistency) in
Figure 5 (c). Results demonstrate that FEDETF has stably
higher local model consistency than FEDAVG throughout
the training, indicating lower model drift. It is consistent
with the intuition that the fixed ETF classifier can reduce
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Figure 6. Understanding feature dimension and local person-
alization in FEDETF. Experiments on CIFAR-10 with α = 0.1.
(a) How feature dimension affects FEDETF’s generalization and
neural collapse. (b) How personalization is reached in each itera-
tion of FEDETF’s local finetuning.

the model drifts of feature extractors, resulting in better ag-
gregation and convergence.
How feature dimension affects FEDETF. We analyse
how the feature dimension d of ETF affects FEDETF’s
performance on CIFAR-10 in Figure 6 (a). We find that
smaller d will cause smaller neural collapse errors and
are slightly beneficial to generalization. Random high-
dimensional vectors are more prone to be orthogonal, so
we suppose that prototypes in higher dimensions are more
likely to be orthogonal. In CIFAR-10, the number of classes
K = 10, and the ETF angles are obtuse with -0.11 pair-wise
cosines. Therefore, it is hard for high-dimensional features
to collapse into the obtuse angle’s structure. We suggest set-
ting the feature dimension d in FEDETF according to the
number of classes C. If C is small, it also requires a rela-
tively small d to improve neural collapse.
How personalization is reached during local finetuning.
We visualize the averaged personalized accuracies of dif-
ferent iterations during FEDETF’s local finetuning in Fig-
ure 6 (b). At first, when clients’ local models are initialized
as the final global model, the personalization is poor. After
finetuning the feature extractor, FEDETF has better results
than the baseline FEDAVG with finetuning. Then alterna-
tively finetuning the ETF classifier and projection layer fur-
ther improves the personalization and makes the accuracy
converge to a higher point.

5.4. Ablation Study

We conduct the ablation study of FEDETF in terms
of generalization5 on CIFAR-10 with Non-IID α ∈
{0.1, 0.05}. It is found that every module in FEDETF plays
an important role and the modules strengthen each other to
realize better performances. If taking one module off, the
performance will meet severe declines, but the results are
still better than FEDAVG in general. We notice the balanced
loss module is more important under a more heterogeneous

5Figure 6 (b) can be viewed as the ablation study of the personalized
local finetuning stage.

Table 5. Ablation study of FEDETF in terms of global model’s
generalization. The dataset is CIFAR-10.

Methods/NonIID(α) 0.1 0.05

FEDAVG 43.75±0.42 38.47±1.95

Ours w/o Projection Layer 44.92±6.22 41.91±1.47

Ours w/o Balanced Loss 46.06±0.75 37.63±4.45

Ours w/o Learnable Temperature 49.80±4.52 46.07±1.61

Ours 56.46±4.18 53.98±1.29

environment, and this observation is consistent with previ-
ous works in neural collapse [43] and FL [3]. It is also
notable to emphasize the significance and necessity of the
projection layer. Our method without a projection layer
only has marginal gains over FEDAVG. We also find that
FEDNH has relatively poor performances in Table 1, espe-
cially on CIFAR-100 and Tiny-ImageNet, and we suppose
the main cause may be that FEDNH does not adopt a projec-
tion layer to map the raw features into a space where neural
collapse is more prone to happen. Moreover, the learnable
temperature is also crucial for FEDETF to adaptively adjust
the softmax temperature so as to meet the learning dynam-
ics of feature representations.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we fundamentally solve the classifier biases

caused by data heterogeneity in FL by proposing a neural-
collapse-inspired solution. Specifically, we employ a sim-
plex ETF as a fixed classifier for all clients during federated
training, which allows them to learn unified and optimal
feature representations. Afterward, we introduce a novel
finetuning strategy to enable clients to have more personal-
ized local models. Our method achieves the state-of-the-art
performance regarding both generalization and personaliza-
tion compared to strong baselines, as shown by extensive
experimental results on CIFAR-10/100 and Tiny-ImageNet.
Furthermore, we gained insights into understanding the ef-
fectiveness and applicability of our approach.
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